Abstract-This paper presents a novel approach to selecting the location of a constellation of multistatic RF sensors to optimize system detection and tracking. The method works by computing the posterior Cramér-Rao lower bound on localization error as a function of sensor positions, and then selecting sensor locations to minimize the bound. One important contribution of this study is the derivation of the bound for a non-Gaussian, nonlinear pixelated sensor model which includes transmit and receive beam patterns, direct path energy, and target impulse response. A second contribution is a report on the results of two field collections which illustrate the efficacy of the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper describes a novel method to automatically place a constellation of multistatic narrowband RF sensors, and illustrates the efficacy of the system with two field experiments. The approach is to compute the posterior Cramér-Rao lower bound (PCRLB) on estimation error as a function of sensor position, and then select sensor locations which minimize a utility function that is based on the bound. The main contributions of this paper are the derivation of the bound for a nonlinear/nonGaussian pixelated sensor model and an illustration of the technique with two field experiments. The derivation takes into account a number of physical factors, including antenna beam patterns and target impulse response. The experiments provide empirical evidence as to the efficacy of the technique.
In the multistatic pulsed radar system which we consider here, the physics of the received data are not well approximated by a traditional linear/Gaussian model. To accurately approximate the received data, we must model the non-Gaussian background and target statistics, the nonlinear measurement to target state coupling, as well as the effect of transmit and receive beam patterns. The PCRLB method which is presented here uses such a model and is thus tailored to the pixelated nature of the sensors, antenna beam patterns, and the non-Gaussian measurement statistics. As such, it automatically favors sensor placements that yield beneficial multistatic spatial diversity, placements that illuminate the important portions of the surveillance region, and placements that have appropriate receive beams. A system which is based on a constellation of narrowband sensors has a number of benefits over a single wideband sensor in this application. First, commercial applications have led to an erosion of the available spectrum meaning often that only a small portion is available for other use [1] , [2] . Furthermore, narrowband sensors are inexpensive due to their simple electronics, they require low energy consumption, they are easy to maintain, and it is easy to communicate their data to a centralized processing point. However perhaps most importantly, a constellation of narrowband sensors provides geometric diversity. By exploiting multistatic returns using advanced signal-processing techniques, one can trade costly spectral diversity for cost-efficient spatial diversity, and provide performance improvement.
Tharmarasa's work [3] , [4] , which appeared recently in this journal, breaks sensor management into two disciplines: sensor placement and sensor selection. The authors of [3] deal with optimal sensor selection. Our study is complimentary in that it deals with the other issue, optimal sensor placement.
There is other literature which investigates CRLB methods for optimal sensor placement. For example, in [5] sensor placement is considered using the CRLB to estimate range and bearing when sensors directly measure time difference of arrival. Given their linear and Gaussian noise model and the physical assumption that sensors are closely spaced and distant from the target, the authors of [5] are able to analytically derive locations that minimize the CRLB on range and bearing. Early work from [6] - [8] considered similar scenarios that are applicable to the passive sonar problem, but restricted sensor positions to being along a line. These efforts find a interestingly simple optimal sensor layout under the linear assumption. In [9] , an approach to sensor placement is presented for active sonar that uses a weighted Fisher information matrix as the objective function. It applies a minimax sensor placement strategy using the model of multistatic returns and error covariance matrices from [10] . Finally, in [11] the PCRLB is used to develop a method to place sensors. Target measurements are modeled as threshold exceedances related nonlinearly to the target state embedded in Gaussian noise. The derivation treats both the measurement origin of uncertainty and false alarm issue.
In contrast with these earlier works, in our approach we model sensor measurements as pixelated Rayleigh returns. This nonthresholded, nonlinear, non-Gaussian sensor model more accurately describes the multistatic RF measurements of our application, and leads to a very different expression.
This paper proceeds as follows. First, Section II introduces the multistatic range/range-rate statistical model and the factors that influence the received data. Section III describes the sensor placement algorithm. The explicit derivations are relegated to the Appendices. Section IV gives experimental results that validate the method. Finally, Section V concludes.
II. SENSOR STATISTICAL MODELING
We assume a constellation of N sensors. To simplify notation, we assume that each sensor is both a transmitter and a receiver, although this is not required by the approach. A sensor transmits a narrowband RF signal, which is reflected off the target and received at each sensor. This process repeats N times, with each sensor serving as a transmitter. There are then data from N 2 sensor pairs at each time. For each sensor pair, Fourier processing on the received data generates a bistatic range/rangerate surface [12] like that shown in Fig. 1 .
These range/range-rate surfaces are related to the state of the target nonlinearly, and are corrupted by various types of noise. The aim of this section is to describe a physics-based statistical model of the observables.
Let z ij denote the envelope-detected value in the (i, j)th bistatic range/range-rate resolution bin (cell). The number of cells and the cell resolution are determined by the number of pulses, the pulse repetition frequency (PRF), the coherent pulse interval (CPI), and the bandwidth of the radar [13] . For example, the bistatic range resolution is given by c/BW, where c is the speed of light, and BW is the radar bandwidth. Similarly, the bistatic range-rate resolution is given by c/f c T , where f c is the radar center frequency, and T is the CPI. The collection of measurements for a particular transmitter/receiver pair is then the matrix of bistatic range/range-rate correlations in each cell, i.e., the matrix
where N R and N D are the number of bistatic range and rangerate cells, respectively. Let the vector θ = [x,ẋ, y,ẏ] describe the true position and velocity of the target, and x T (t), y T (t), x R (r), y R (r) define the location of a transmitter t and a receiver r. The statistics of the observation z ij (t, r) in the cell (i, j) from the transmitter t and the receiver r depend on a number of physical factors: The following which are modeled here. The proximity of cell (i, j) to the true bistatic range and range-rate of the target as measured from a transmitter at t and a receiver at r; where the target is in the illumination beam of the transmitter; where the target is in the receive bin of the receiver; and whether the receiver is saturated with direct-path energy from the transmitter. Given the small size of the surveillance region, in this study we have ignored range-dependent (signal-to-noise ratio) SNR effects. In addition, given the mild aspect-dependent scattering of our targets, we ignore aspect-dependent target scattering. Additional effects such as these could be incorporated into the framework below in applications where they are relevant without significantly affecting model complexity.
We model the statistics in each bistatic range/range-rate cell as Rayleigh. Let f ij (z ij ; θ, t, r) denote the probability distribution function for the received energy in the bistatic range/range-rate cell (i, j) given transmitter t, receiver r, and a target at θ. The statistical model is then
where λ ij (θ; t, r) is the pixel-dependent Rayleigh mode parameter defined later which accounts for the physical factors by specifying the energy expected to be received in the cell (i, j). We assume that noise is independent across pixels and write the likelihood for the measurement matrix as
and with multiple transmitters and receivers write
. (4) The notation t,r is to be interpreted as specifying a product over all transmit/receive pairs, and z is now expanded to mean the collection of all measurements from all transmit/receive pairs.
We now codify precisely how the Rayleigh mode parameter depends on the physical factors that are outlined previously. Our model is
where λ B (t, r) and λ T (t, r) are the background and target mode parameters, and S f ij (θ; t, r) model the SNR suppression from the physical factors outlined above on pixel ij.
The S f which we have chosen to include in our model are defined as follows. In the case of directional antennas, we must model the transmit and receive beam patterns. Let the angles α t and α r represent the transmitter and receiver pointing angles, respectively. Let α t,θ be the angle between the transmitter and the target. Define α r,θ and α t,r analogously, i.e.,
With this as background, S 1 ij (θ; t, r) will model the SNR suppression of the transmit illumination beam, taken to be a sinc-squared [14] with beamwidth controlled by the constant c (specified by the particular antenna hardware):
As the target moves from the center of the illumination beam, this factor depresses the ability to discriminate the target from the background.
Likewise, S 2 ij (θ; t, r) will model the receive beam
In the case of omnidirectional antennas, S 1 and S 2 are omitted from the computation (or, alternatively c = 0). Notice that these suppression terms do not change with pixel ij, but we have included the subscripts for notational convenience.
Next, in order to capture the proximity of cell (i, j) to the true range/range-rate values, let
where R(θ; t, r) is the function that maps the target state θ to a bistatic range, andṘ(θ; t, r) is the function that maps the target state θ to a bistatic range-rate, i.e.,
R(θ; t, r)
andṘ
. (13) h R ij and hṘ ij are the functions that map (i, j) to bistatic range and bistatic range-rate, respectively. Furthermore, R andṘ are wrapped at the range and range-rate ambiguities.
With these definitions, S 3 ij (θ; t, r) will model the target impulse response. Here, we have chosen to simply model the mainlobe of the response and use
where A specifies the range and range-rate extent of the mainlobe and provides the coupling between the two.
The final term models the effect of direct path energy on the ability to discriminate bistatic target returns. If the direct path between the transmitter and the receiver puts energy in the target range bin, this depresses the ability to discriminate the target. This factor will be denoted by S 4 ij (θ; t, r). A straightforward but useful model to reflect the SNR degradation that direct path energy will create is
where R t,r is range between transmitter t and receiver r.
Taken together, (4), (5), and the definitions of S f ij (θ; t, r) completely specify the sensor model, which says that pixels in the range/range-rate map have Raleigh statistics with the mode parameter determined by how close the range/range-rate value represented by the pixel is to the targets' true bistatic range/rangerate, the direct path energy, and beam-pattern-induced factors.
III. POSTERIOR CRAMÉR-RAO LOWER BOUND FOR SENSOR PLACEMENT
The sensor placement algorithm that we propose selects sensor positions to yield the best performance in estimating target location in terms of the PCRLB. In other words, we choose sensor positions to yield the best lower bound on achievable estimator performance, as measured by the PCRLB. We focus on a tracking context, where we estimate a target state which evolves over time.
There are other bounds that could be applied in this context. These include the Bayesian Bhattacharyya bound [15] , the Bobrovsky-Zakai bound [16] , the Weiss-Weinstein bound [17] , [18] , and the so-called combined Bayesian bounds [19] . In some cases, these methods provide tighter bounds on estimator performance. We have chosen the PCRLB, as others typically do [20] , in part because there exists a computationally efficient recursive form of the bound.
For any estimatorθ(z), the PCRLB on the estimation error [20] has the form
where J B is known as Bayesian information matrix (BIM). Its (m, n)th element is given by
Let us denote the Fisher information matrix (FIM) as
and define its expectation with respect to θ as J D , i.e.,
Finally, define the prior information matrix as
Then, the BIM can be written [20] as the sum of the information matrix from the data and the information matrix from prior information, i.e.,
Our first step is to derive J F for the sensor model in Section II. Defining p(z|θ) from the model of (4) and the definitions in (9)-(15), Appendix A [21] shows through a straightforward but lengthy derivation that under this model the (m, n)th element of the FIM is (22) where λ θ ij tr . = λ ij (θ; t, r) is shorthand, and the summation t,r is to be interpreted as summing over all transmit/receive pairs. To completely specify the terms in (22), we need the partial derivatives of the Rayleigh mode parameter defined in (5) . From the chain rule, we have
meaning that we need only to specify the partial derivatives of the individual terms S f . Appendix B provides the analytic form of the partials of each of the model terms S f (θ; t, r) with respect to the state parameter θ. With these calculations, the FIM (22) is fully specified.
J D (19) is the expectation of J F (θ) with respect to θ. This has been addressed in the literature [11] using Monte Carlo approximation, where J F is evaluated at many sample θ and averaged. We apply a similar approach, which is described in Section IV.
Given J D , the BIM is computed as follows. In the tracking application where the target state evolves over time according to θ k +1 = g(θ k , w k ), Tichavsky et al. [22] provide a recursion giving the sequence of BIMs from J D at each time
where
k , and D
33
k depend on the model that is defined by the function g [11] . The initial BIM J B (0) depends only on the prior p(θ). In the special case where the time evolution of the target state is modeled as θ k +1 = Aθ k + w k , where w k ∼ N (0, Σ), the Tichavsky recursion simplifies [11] to
Given the BIM, the corresponding PCRLB matrix C is
and gives a lower bound on the performance of any estimator for this sensor model. This is used as a metric to place the sensors as follows. For a candidate set of sensor locations x 1 , y 1 , . . . , x N , y N , we compute C k . We choose to use the average of the sum of the x and y error elements as a scalar metric for the utility of the constellation, i.e., the utility U is U (x 1 , y 1 , . . . , x N , y N (27) and propose to select the positions of the N sensors aŝ
(28) The utility U is a function of 2N variables (x and y positions of the N sensors), and as such optimal sensor placement requires optimization in R 2N . The surface is not convex; therefore, conventional optimization techniques which exploit convexity for efficient search through the solution space are not applicable. Techniques for global optimization of nonconvex multidimensional problems, including deterministic approaches such as branch-and-bound and heuristics-like decomposition [3] , evolutionary algorithms [25] , [29] , memetic algorithms [27] , [28] , swarm methods [26] , and stochastic methods [30] , have received increased interest recently. In earlier work [21] , we used an iterative-greedy heuristic with a related metric. In the iterativegreedy approach, all sensors are initially randomly placed. Then, the first sensor is replaced by holding the other sensors fixed and performing a single-sensor optimization. This is repeated for all sensors and iterated until no further movement occurs.
In the experiments that are described in Section IV, no formal optimization is necessary because we use the metric in the context of the location of a single sensor. The utility is then a function of only the x and y positions of the single sensor. In these experiments, the metric is evaluated over the 2-D position of a sensor by griding the state space in the region of feasible placements and evaluating the objective function at each point.
IV. RESULTS
This section describes two measurement campaigns that were performed to validate the PCRLB method described in this paper. The method was used both to predict estimation performance from arrangements of sensors and to place sensors. We then collected data with the sensors while a target was moving through the surveillance region. The collected data were processed with a Bayes-optimal tracker to estimate the target state. The tracking performance was compared with the PCRLB to validate the prediction. The PCRLB is a statistical bound; therefore, single tests are to be interpreted as validation of the method and not a rigorous verification. Since it is an integral part of the performance evaluation, a brief review of the tracker is provided in Section IV-A.
The collections used four RF antennas to measure information about range and range-rate of a moving dismount. They used a commercially available AKELA AVMU500A radar and SAS-510-4 (Yagi) antennas. The antennas are directional and are specified to have a 3 dB point of 41
• by the manufacturer. This is modeled explicitly in S 1 and S 2 [(9) and (10)]. Data were collected with 60 MHz of bandwidth and a center frequency of 2.37 GHz, and used a 0.5 s CPI. This gave 5 m bistatic range resolution and 0.3 m/s bistatic range-rate resolution. These parameters are encoded into the PCRLB model through h R and hṘ of (11) . Empirically, the impulse response has σ R = 2.5 m and σṘ = 0.6 m/s. These parameters are encoded into the matrix A in (14) . Calibration collections show that λ B = 400 and λ T = 500 are good estimates of the background and target modes for all sensor pairs, respectively. Taken together, these definitions completely specify the terms that are needed to compute the FIM [see (22)].
A. Brief Overview of the Tracker
In each field experiment, data from sensors were processed with a tracker to estimate the target state. This tracker estimate is compared with the PCRLB predictions to validate the approach. The tracker is described in [23] , and is related to Kassas' approach, published recently in [24] . We provide a short overview here. The tracker is a Bayes-optimal nonlinear filter. It estimates the probability density on target state recursively and exploits both nonlinear and non-Gaussian measurement modalities without Kalman approximations. It does so by estimating p(x|Z), the probability of the target state x conditioned on all measurements made at all times by all sensors, Z. This is done using a Markov model of target state evolution to predict the density forward in time and a Bayes rule update to ingest new measurements. The target state evolution model is the linear Gaussian model that is discussed in Section III. The tracker is implemented using a multidimensional discrete grid.
B. Collection Using the PCRLB to Place the Sensors
This first experiment uses the PCRLB to select a transmitter location in a multistatic setup. We consider a surveillance application, where four sensors monitor traffic along a known road. We placed three sensors (antennas 2, 3, and 4), which will act as receivers only along the y = 0 m line at x = 0, 10, and 20 m. We used the PCRLB method to compute the spatially varying utility to place the fourth sensor (the transmitter).
The computation of the utility U for a particular sensor configuration x 1 , y 1 , . . . , x N , y N is performed as follows. First, we generated 250 example trajectories for a dismount walking the road. For this computation, the target state was discretized to 0.5 s CPI over a total of 30 s (i.e., 60 discrete points on the path). For each trajectory, we computed the FIM as a function of time k using (22) . Since we assumed a single transmitter and three receivers, only the terms corresponding to t = 3 and r = 1, 2, 4 are included. Computing the FIM (22) took about 0.7 s for each trajectory/proposed sensor location combination on a standard 2.8 GHz Linux machine running unoptimized MATLAB code. (Note that this optimization will be performed offline one time and then sensors will be placed; therefore, computation time is not critical.) J D (k) was computed by averaging over the sample trajectories as an approximation to (19) , and the BIM was com- Fig. 2 . PCRLB utility as a function of transmitter location. The average was taken over last 55 time steps of the path. We assumed receivers placed at (0, 0), (10, 0) , and (20, 0), and computed (27) using the parameters given earlier for possible locations of a transmitter. puted using the recursive relationship of (25) . Next, the PCRLB as a function of time is given by (26) . Finally, the utility U as a function of transmitter location is computed using (27) . Fig. 2 shows the utility for a discrete set of potential transmitter locations.
We used this utility map to select two transmitter locations and collected data at each. The first configuration (see Fig. 3 ) placed the transmitter at a near-optimal location: y = 0 m and x = 35 m. The second configuration (see Fig. 4 ) placed the transmitter at a suboptimal location: y = 30 m and x = 40 m.
A dismount walked the road, while data were collected for each of two transmitter locations. Fig. 5 shows the setup. The path that was walked by the dismount, and the corresponding nominal CPI number (time) that the target was at each position, Fig. 5 . View of the experiments from above, showing the road location, the three fixed receiver locations, and the two locations (configurations) for the transmitter. The nominal time steps corresponding to the dismount location are enumerated. Fig. 6 . PCRLB utility as a function of time along the path for the two configurations. The PCRLB predicts that configuration 2 will have difficulty at the beginning of the path.
is superimposed for reference. The path and antenna locations were truthed with a handheld GPS unit.
The utility function (27) plotted in Fig. 2 is the time average of the PCRLB x/y elements for each sensor position. A further breakdown is shown in Fig. 6 , which shows the metric as a function of time step. It predicts that configuration 2 will be substantially worse than configuration 1, primarily at the beginning of the road.
The transmitter was placed at the first location and a dismount walked the path. Then, the transmitter was moved to the second location and the dismount walked the path again. The tracker was executed using the data collected during each collection. The PCRLB utility calculation shown in Fig. 2 predicts that performance with configuration 1 will be much better than with configuration 2, particularly at the beginning of the vignette (lower right). The tracking results for each configuration, shown in Figs. 7 and 8 , indeed show substantially improved tracking performance with the sensor at the PCRLB preferred location. 
C. Using the PCRLB to Predict the Effect of Sensor Failure
This second experiment uses the PCRLB method to predict the effect of a sensor failure. We again deploy four antennas, this time located at (0, 0) m, (9.5, 0.1) m, (18.3, 1.4) m, and (27.4, 3.2) m. Each sensor acted as both a transmitter and a receiver, giving 12 bistatic pairs (no monostatic data were collected; therefore, the term t = r is omitted in the FIM calculation). The antenna layout is shown in Fig. 9 .
The PCRLB was used to compute the bound on error when individual sensors fail. The prediction was then compared with tracker performance when omitting data from the failed sensor. Data were collected while a dismount moved along a road characterized by the endpoints (18.3, 23.4) m, (9.3, 17.7) m, and (9.1, 33.2) m at approximately 2 m/s. Fig. 10 shows the sensor locations and path for this collection.
Again, path and antenna locations were truthed with a handheld GPS. We computed the PCRLB utility as a function of time when using all four sensors (12 bistatic range/range-rate maps at each CPI) using (27) . We also computed the bound for the case where antenna 1 was missing and the case where antenna 2 was missing. The computed values as a function of time (position) are shown in Fig. 11 .
We compare the bound with tracker mean-square error using measurements that are recorded by the sensors while a dismount walked the path. Since we collected data from all sensors, we can perform tracking using this full set, and also perform tracking when a sensor is omitted. The mean squared tracking error using data collected by all sensors and cases where either sensor 1 or sensor 2 was missing are given in Fig. 12 . The tracking error when sensor 1 is missing is worse than when sensor 2 is missing as predicted. In addition, the tracking error increases around time 13 as predicted by the bound. An interesting future extension to this study may be to model sensor failure when computing the bound, so as to place the constellation to also be robust to sensor failure.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a novel approach to selecting locations for a multistatic RF array. It selects sensor positions to minimize the PCRLB on localization error. One important contribution of this study is the development of a nonGaussian/non-linear sensor model which accurately describes the sensor physics, including transmit and receive beam patterns. A second contribution of this paper is the validation of the technique through a series of field data collected using a constellation of narrowband radar.
APPENDIX A PIXELATED RAYLEIGH MODEL FISHER INFORMATION MATRIX
The (m, n)th element of the FIM J F (θ) for a sensor model
We use a pixelated Rayleigh model, which says that measurements are made in pixels, and the statistical properties of each pixel depend on the true state of the target and the position of the transmitter and the receiver. In particular, for range/Doppler pixel i, j, transmitter t, and receiver r, our model is
where λ ij (θ; t, r) is the Rayleigh mode that corresponds to i, j. Assuming independence across transmitter, receiver, and pixel, we have the joint distribution for the measurement z:
. (31) The derivation of the FIM with this model is as follows [21] . First, the derivative of the log-likelihood function with respect to the parameter vector θ is
Define
and note that y follows the Gamma distribution, i.e.,
since we assumed the statistics of z ij are Rayleigh. This yields
and
For notational convenience, let λ θ ij tr . = λ ij (θ; t, r). Therefore, this symbol will indicate the value of the Rayleigh mode parameter in the bistatic range/range-rate cell i, j with a transmitter t and receiver r when the true target state vector is θ.
With this as background, we can then write the FIM directly from (29) as 
The only random quantities are y. Thus, we can perform the expectations on the second, third, and fourth terms by the straightforward application of (35) and write 
The remaining expectation has independent summands (by assumption) except when ij = uv and tr = pq. 
Therefore, the values of the elements in the FIM are the functions of the Rayleigh mode parameter λ ij and its derivatives with respect to the target parameter vector θ. The analytic form for these derivatives is given next in Appendix B.
APPENDIX B RAYLEIGH MODE PARAMETER MODEL DETAILS
To completely specify the FIM, we need the derivatives of λ given a transmitter located at x T , y T and a receiver located at x R , y R . Recall that the Rayleigh mode model from Section II is 
The needed bistatic range (12) derivatives are
∂R(θ; t, r) ∂x
and ∂R(θ; t, r) ∂ẋ = 0.
The y andẏ derivatives are obvious by symmetry. The bistatic range-rate (13) 
The y andẏ derivatives are obvious by symmetry.
